
Plan 

Peter Drucker, in the October 

1999 issue of Atlantic Monthly, 
describes the Internet as "pro

foundly changing economies, 

markets, and industry structures; 

products and services and their 

flow; consumer segmentation, 

consumer values, and consumer 

behavior; jobs and labor mar
kets." E-commerce is extending 

the globalization of economic 

production to the globalization of 

consumption . Anything can be 

sold to anyone anywhere. Space, 

which Drucker points out, has 

been eroded over the two cen

turies since the advent of the rail

way, is finally being erased. In 

Drucker's words, there is "only 

one economy and only one mar

ket." In common terms, including 

those of Castells, we are "global
izing." 

The Information Revolution, like 

the earlier Industrial Revolution, 

will affect family and community. 

Industrialization transformed the 

family from a unit of production 

-typically working for its own 

subsistence- into a markedly 

looser social structure, albeit in 

the context of a more intricate 

and interdependent economy. 
The benefit was an enormous 

increase in the standard of living 

of ordinary citizens. Production 

and consumption remained geo

graphically defined , however, and 

occurred largely within the 

boundaries of communities, 

regions and nation states. Castells 

commends increased regard for 

such spatial or territorial refer

ences as a necessary foundation 

for a meaningful planning, but 

how does this square with all the 

projected "globalizing"? The 

Information Age may well bring 

an end to the organization of 

both production and consumption 

in the context of such communi

ties and nations. If this indeed 

transpires, the impact on tradi

tional planning approaches is 

likely to be immense. The struc

ture that most of us have been 

trained to analyze and shape may 

well evaporate before us. We are 

already well aware of its acceler

ating evolution . 

The question is: how do we deal 

with the associated social 

changes? Many of the planners I 

John Heseltine takes a more oblique perspective on Castells' 
analysis, attracted as he is by the technological (rather than the 
ecological) implications and the globalizing (rather than the 
localizing) manifestations. Heseltine assesses the Information Age's 
impact on planning as potentially immense. His main concern is 
getting old-style "statist" planning out of the way of current trends, 
in order to harness the full potential of information technology and 
"private" markets. This means shucking bad "ideology" in favour of 
a benevolent and enabling "rule-by-tool." 

John Heseltine aborde /'analyse de Castells d'un point de vue 
technologique plutot qu 'ecologique. II s'attarde aux aspects globaux 
plutot qu'aux particularites regionales. Se/on lui, l'iige de 
/'information pourrait avoir une influence majeure sur l'urbanisme. 
Pour tirer pleinement parti de cette nouvelle technologie et des 
marches «prives», ilfaut encourager les nouvelles approches et 
delaisser les methodes traditionnelles; en d'autres termes, 
abandonner les ideologies rigides au profit de postulats contextuels 
souples. 
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have spoken to seem fearful that barriers to fulfilling the potential environmental impacts. Yet, cur- contradict the objective of urban 

the spread of "Western" mores of this development are mainly rent trends are not inherently intensification that planners now 

will overwhelm the carrying cultural and institutional in nature. threatening to the environment. espouse. We can also abandon 

capacity of the planet. Most of us The insistence of most countries As we have already noted, the the props and subsidies that pre-

are also uncomfortable with the on sustaining increasingly mar- personal computer offers tremen- serve inefficient settlement pat-

evolution of settlement patterns ginal and irrelevant postal services dous potential for replacing high- terns. In Atlantic Canada, public 

away from dense urban concen- is symptomatic. If the elimination energy physical communication assistance has encouraged the 

trations. Our profession, however, of post offices has any effect at with low-energy telecommunica- maintenance of rural economies 

has little hope of preventing all, it will likely be to raise ship- tion. Markets are also the most at a level that, in many locations, 
either trend . The lifestyle of North ping prices, thereby adding to the effective means to measure has had a devastating impact on 

America and Western Europe will incentive to replace the move- resource consumption; indeed , our natural resources and econ-

spread not because Westerners ment of paper with electronic market mechanisms are being omy. Throughout North America 

proselytize, but because the rest communication. employed in many jurisdictions to this type of intervention -whether 

of the world's inhabitants reduce pollution . We may also manifested by well-intended poli-

-exposed to its allure by movies, Private Markets: trust that if lifestyles become cies to enhance mobility and resi-

television, and the Internet- The decline of statism and the more "Western" in a global econ- dential choice, or by cynical 

decide that they want it. Within increasing confidence of many omy, population growth will also manipulation to support investors 

North America and Europe, pre- people in private markets seems slow to Western rates-a phe- and industry- has distorted 

venting the spread of suburbia to represent a threat to the major- nomenon that has already begun lifestyles, economies, and the 

into ex-urbia and beyond is ity of planners employed in the throughout the Third World . shape of communities. 

equally futile. In a democratic public sector. Planners need to 

society, people will have what recognize, however, that policy- As a profession we should seize Planners will not give up their 

they want and are willing to work making is not about promulgating the opportunity to use the trends regulatory role in this context. 

for. our particular personal policies. of our times. The technology that Law is the foundation of free 
We are, after all, responsible to could rend the urban structure to markets and regulation is essen-

Given that resistance is not a ten- councils, governments, and clients which we are attached also puts tial, particularly in the manage-

able course, we must learn to that formulate social direction. in our hands the capacity to ana- ment of scarce natural resources. 

work within a new paradigm- Our responsibility is to advise, to lyze the consequences. Much of Yet, planners can play more ere-

one where we have less control, seek efficient and effective paths what was imagined in the 1950's, ative roles in the restructuring of 

and where trends are less pre- to social goals. If an initiative such 60's, and 70's now simply is. We local and regional institutions, the 

dictable. In a world in which mar- as the privatization of a water have on our desks more comput- dismantling of counter-productive 

kets and people are increasingly utility can achieve desirable ends, ing power than existed in the regulatory regimes, and the pro-

free, the goal of planners should there is no reason to oppose it as entire world in 1950. Linked by motion of cost-effective public 

be to influence, not to direct. This "bad planning practice." the Internet and using Geographic and private services. Good plan-

means using the market to guide 
Globalization: 

Information Systems and other ners consider the complete array 

us to a "sustainable" future. tools, we have not only an of possible solutions. The benefit 

Consideration of four key areas is The internationalization of corn- unforeseen ability to process of the Information Age is to 

will illustrate the situation . merce allows a more equitable words and numbers but also the expand the range of options, the 
distribution of economic benefits means to gather information and ability to know the options, and 

Technology: than was conceivable at any time communicate it, intimately and the number of tools available to 
We have witnessed remarkable in the past. Thirty years ago the collectively. The classical model of evaluate them. Furthermore, 
technological advances in the past emergence of Asia seemed all but planning method required that we there are opportunities for plan-
thirty years, advances that have impossible. Its progress is still halt- understand broadly and analyze ners in the private sector as well 
made machinery more effective ing, but tremendous advances are thoroughly. Its later refinement as in government. Skills in data 
and efficient, and have enhanced underway. If these changes mean required us to consult widely and analysis, communications, consul-
our power to work and communi- more widespread consumption of communicate openly. We now tation and project management, 
cate. Individual computer technol- goods and services, it is an issue have the tools to accomplish that all of which planners have in 
ogy reduces the energy required that we must deal with. We will mission. spades, are in high demand. We 
to sustain and advance the level not have a say in how the devel- need to move our profession 
of interaction to which we have aping world develops. We are also presented with a per- away from ideological biases of all 
become accustomed. Information feet opportunity to jettison the kinds, and towards a creative 
no longer needs to be carried and Environmentalism: 

baggage of dubious intervention- command of the new technical 
physically shelved or filed. The As human activity expands, plan-

ist policies. Zoning by-laws often tools at our disposal. 
ners are naturally concerned with 
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